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ABSTRACT
Internal control systems consist of two evidence domains, automated control
evidence and manual process evidence. Auditors can possess knowledge and expertise in
both internal control evidence domains. But, auditors tend to possess more knowledge
and expertise in one internal control evidence domain than the other internal control
evidence domain. Thus, auditors have superior domain knowledge in one of the internal
control evidence domains.
Auditors at large accounting firms tend to specialize in the evidence domain of
automated controls (information technology auditors or IT auditors) or manual processes
(financial auditors). Audit Standard 5 requires IT auditors and financial auditors to gain
an understanding of clients’ automated controls and manual processes in order to
integrate key client activities with the dollar amounts reported on the financial
statements. While investigating controls and processes, IT auditors and financial auditors
are exposed to relevant and irrelevant evidence from both domains. IT and financial
auditors become exposed to irrelevant evidence when they conduct walkthroughs, read
corporate policies and procedures, interview various employees, and trace transactions
through client systems.
The exposure of IT auditors and financial auditors to irrelevant internal control
evidence may contribute to audit failure. For example, audit failure could occur if
irrelevant internal control evidence influences IT auditors and financial auditors to reduce
their judgments of relevant control weaknesses and underestimate the amount of effort
required to evaluate internal controls. The influence of irrelevant internal control
evidence may vary when IT auditors and financial auditors specialize, or do not
specialize, in the internal control evidence domain.
Previous studies have found that irrelevant evidence influenced financial auditors
to reduce their fraud risk assessments and going concern assessments of relevant
evidence. The current study extends this literature by focusing on the effects of superior
domain knowledge on the use of irrelevant internal control evidence. The researcher
compared the internal control judgments (effectiveness of internal controls and risk of
material misstatement) and audit planning judgments (the hours necessary to effectively
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audit internal controls) of IT auditors and financial auditors when both auditor-types were
exposed to relevant evidence with, and without, the presence of irrelevant evidence. Both
types of auditors evaluated evidence from the automated control domain and the manual
process domain separately.
Consistent with the existing literature on the influence of irrelevant evidence, the
results in this study suggest that both auditor-types are influenced by irrelevant internal
control evidence from both evidence domains. Anecdotal evidence suggests that IT
auditors and financial auditors should be less influenced by irrelevant internal control
evidence when they have superior domain knowledge. The results of this study suggest
otherwise. The influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on IT auditors and
financial auditors was stronger when IT auditors and financial auditors had superior
domain knowledge.

Keywords: Domain knowledge, irrelevant evidence, internal controls, integrated audit,
risk of material misstatement, audit hour budget, over-auditing, audit failure

Data Availability: Contact the author
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of the Research Question
The internal control environment is an intertwined network where automated
controls and manual process controls converge and diverge at different control points
within the internal control structure. Internal control networks are gradually transforming
from manual process dominated environments into automated control dominated
environments. Companies are steadily increasing their number of automated control
points so that they can reduce costs and improve overall quality control. Automation has
expanded the role of Information Technology (IT) auditors in the evaluation of internal
controls. IT auditors are increasingly called on to utilize manual-process evidencegathering techniques (like financial statement auditors) in addition to their automated
control evidence-gathering techniques (Hall and Singleton 2005). For example, an IT
auditor might analyze coded rules within the computer system and occasionally vouch
inventory items to database records.
Financial auditors are required to gain an understanding of key client processes
and controls (PCAOB [2007, AS 5]). To gain this understanding, financial auditors
conduct walkthroughs and trace transactions through the internal control system. In
addition to conducting walkthroughs, financial auditors interview various employees and
review corporate policies and procedures. When financial auditors encounter automatedcontrol evidence, they have the option to, but are not required to, call on IT auditors to
evaluate evidence at automated control points (AICPA [2006, AU 319]). When financial
auditors bypass the assistance of IT auditors, financial auditors must utilize automatedcontrol evidence-gathering techniques and evaluate the same automated control evidence
as IT auditors. For example, a financial auditor can not only physically observe stockouts or excessive buildups of inventory but occasionally analyze coded rules, embedded
within the computer system, that specify when, how much, and from which vendor items
can be ordered (Hall and Singleton 2005).
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Evaluating internal control evidence in today’s integrated audit environment is a
very complicated process (Fogelman et al. 2007; Rittenberg, et al. 2007; McConnell and
Schweiger 2008). IT auditors and financial auditors have to evaluate evidence from both
domains when they consider the effects of internal controls on the nature and extent of
substantive testing to be performed (Hall and Singleton 2005; Louwers, et al. 2008). IT
auditors and financial auditors also evaluate internal control evidence to form perceptions
of internal control strengths and weaknesses, assess the risk of material misstatements,
and estimate the number of audit hours necessary to effectively test internal controls
(Moriarity 1975; Gaumnitz et al. 1982; Kaplan 1985; Libby et al. 1985; Waller 1993).
The results in previous accounting studies suggest that irrelevant evidence will
influence auditors to reduce their judgments of relevant evidence (e.g., Hackenbrack
1992). Therefore, irrelevant internal control evidence may influence IT auditors and
financial auditors to decrease their assessments of relevant internal control weaknesses. If
so, irrelevant internal control evidence may also affect audit planning judgment and lead
to audit failure.1 In an internal control context, audit failure can occur when IT auditors
and financial auditors are influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence to evaluate
fewer internal control items and perform fewer internal control test procedures than
necessary. When IT auditors and financial auditors reduce the extent and degree of their
internal control tests, they may limit their ability to detect significant deficiencies and
material weaknesses that materially affect financial statements.
IT auditors and financial auditors document their findings on internal controls in
their workpapers. The evidence in the workpapers is usually reviewed by superiors with
the same domain knowledge specialization as the subordinate who collected the
workpaper evidence. But, restricting the evidence collection and evaluation to IT auditors
and financial auditors based on their domain knowledge specialization may not improve
audit effectiveness (Bamber and Ramsay 1997). Ergo, superior domain knowledge might
not increase the likelihood that relevant internal control items will be adequately
separated from irrelevant items during the workpaper review process.

1

Audit failure occurs when someone suffers a loss as a result of their reliance on audited

financial statements that are later found to be materially misstated.
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1.2 Contribution of Research
Internal control evidence can be partitioned into two specialized evidence
domains, automated controls and manual processes. Automated control evidence is
generated by computerized control points within the technology infrastructure (Hall and
Singleton 2005). Manual processes evidence, on the other hand, is generated by human
components within the internal control system (Louwers et al. 2008).
In general, people reduce their assessments of relevant information in prediction
tasks when they are exposed to irrelevant information (Nisbett et al. 1981; Tetlock et al.
1989; Tetlock et al. 1996). This phenomenon is referred to as the dilution effect (Nisbett
et al. 1981). Previous studies have documented that financial auditors are influenced by
irrelevant evidence (e.g., Hackenbrack 1992; Glover 1997; Hoffman and Patton 1997;
Shelton 1999). To the researcher’s knowledge, no prior study investigated the effects of
superior domain knowledge on the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence. In
this study, superior domain knowledge refers to more knowledge and expertise in the
automated control evidence domain or the manual process evidence domain. Domain
knowledge differences have been used to explain judgment performance differences (i.e.,
Shaft and Vessey 1995 and Vera-Munoz et al. 2001). This study examines how superior
domain knowledge affects the influence of irrelevant evidence on both IT auditors and
financial auditors.
Irrelevant internal control evidence use by IT auditors and financial auditors is an
important problem. Irrelevant internal control evidence can decrease audit effectiveness
by as much as 35% and contribute to audit failure (Fogelman et al. 2007; McConnell and
Schweiger 2008).Thus, the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence can result in
lawsuits from stakeholders and indirect third-parties, negative publicity that drives away
existing clients, and a loss of reputation that can deter new business (Prentice 2000).2
Domain knowledge is thought to lead to more effective diagnosis and problem
solving (Sun 2007). IT auditors have superior domain knowledge over financial auditors
in the evaluation of automated controls. Meanwhile, financial auditors have superior
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Irrelevant evidence may also influence over-auditing. Auditors bear the cost of over
auditing when they cannot bill the client for the additional work. For auditors, the costs of
audit failure are higher than the cost of over-auditing.
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domain knowledge over IT auditors in the evaluation of manual processes. IT and
financial auditors should be able to conduct more effective audits when they evaluate
automated control evidence and manual process evidence, respectively. If this is the case,
irrelevant automated control evidence should have less influence on IT auditors than
irrelevant manual process evidence. Also, irrelevant manual process evidence should
have less influence on financial auditors than irrelevant automated control evidence.
There are several reasons why superior domain knowledge differences exist
between IT auditors and financial auditors. First, IT auditors adhere to internal control
standards that are specific to automated controls (e.g., Control Objectives for Information
Related Technology or COBIT). Financial auditors, on the other hand, are not required to
follow COBIT standards (Tarantino 2006). Second, financial auditors and IT auditors
differ in their routine data gathering techniques. Financial auditors tend to be more
familiar with collecting internal control evidence while auditing around the computer
(Hunton et al. 2004). IT auditors, on the other hand, tend to be more familiar with
gathering evidence while auditing through the computer (Duffy 2004; Lanz and Tie
2004).
Third, IT auditors and financial auditors also tend to have contrasting educational
backgrounds. IT auditors are more likely to have technical degrees in computer science or
management information systems (Curtis and Viator 2000). Financial auditors, on the
other hand, are more likely to have degrees in accounting. Fourth, Big Four audit firms
separate IT and financial auditors into departments because of their different skill sets as
well as their typical audit roles. Fifth, the licensing examinations for IT auditors and
financial auditors differ in overall content (Gleim and Hillison 2006). Internal control
questions from the Certified Information System Auditor (CISA) exam tend to deal with
the IT infrastructure. Internal control questions from the Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) exam focus mainly on manual processes.
The expectation that IT auditors and financial auditors should be more capable of
separating irrelevant internal control evidence from relevant internal control evidence in
their respective domains appears to be self-evident (McConnell and Schweiger 2008).
However, some studies present evidence that contradict the position that superior domain
knowledge will mitigate the influence of irrelevant evidence on IT auditors and financial
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auditors. The findings of other research suggest that superior domain knowledge may
make IT auditors and financial auditors less able to separate relevant from irrelevant
evidence within their specialized domains. The results in one psychological study
conclude that individuals may be better at separating relevant from irrelevant evidence in
unfamiliar decision contexts versus familiar decision contexts (Zukier and Jennings
1984). Ergo, auditors may perform better at separating relevant from irrelevant evidence
when they lack superior domain knowledge. Also, auditors may perform worse at
separating relevant from irrelevant evidence when they have superior domain knowledge.
Existing studies have found that financial auditors who are familiar with audit evidence
can draw incorrect inferences (Moeckel 1989, 1990; Lindberg and Maletta 2003).

1.3 Overview of Method and Results
A 2x2 quasi-experiment was conducted. Internal control evidence domain type
was manipulated within-subjects (manual process versus automated). Auditor-type
(Financial versus IT) was manipulated between-subjects, but in naturally occurring
(nonrandom) groups. Task-specific knowledge (based on multiple choice knowledge
tests) and experience (based on months of longevity) were measured as covariates. IT
auditors and financial auditors assessed a relevant manual process evidence weakness in
one integrated audit task scenario and a relevant automated evidence weakness in a
second integrated audit task scenario. In each scenario, an initial assessment was made in
which irrelevant evidence was combined with relevant evidence. A second assessment
was made without irrelevant evidence. The audit context was an integrated internal
control evaluation of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Operations with and without
irrelevant evidence. The integrated audit scenarios in this study provided a contemporary
setting where the effects of superior domain knowledge could be investigated. In
integrated audits, IT auditors and financial auditors (regardless of their superior domain
knowledge) may have to gather internal control evidence from both automated-control
and manual-process evidence domains.
Consistent with the existing irrelevant influence literature, IT auditors and
financial auditors were influenced by irrelevant literature. In this study, IT auditors and
financial auditors reduced their internal control judgments and audit planning judgments
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when they were exposed to irrelevant evidence. The results of this study suggest that
superior domain knowledge did cause a statistically significant interaction between
auditor-type and evidence domain for audit planning judgment. But, IT auditor and
financial auditor planning judgments were more influenced by irrelevant evidence when
they had superior domain knowledge.
The aforementioned significant interaction between auditor-type and evidence
domain on audit planning judgment is driven by the influence of irrelevant manual
process evidence on financial auditors’ audit planning judgments. The audit planning
judgments of financial auditors were significantly more influenced by irrelevant evidence
than IT auditors. In addition, irrelevant manual process evidence had more influence than
automated control evidence on financial auditors. The internal control effectiveness
ratings of financial auditors were also found to have a positive and significant association
with their audit planning judgments. These results mean that both auditor-types may
reduce their judgments of internal control weaknesses when they are exposed to
irrelevant internal control evidence. But, after forming internal control judgments,
financial auditors may reduce the extent and degree of internal control test procedures.
Ergo, irrelevant internal control evidence may contribute to audit failure.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides
background and hypotheses development. Chapter 3 describes the experiment and
methodology. Chapter 4 presents the results. Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with a
discussion of the limitations, implications of the results, and directions for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

This chapter first discusses the internal control environment and the prior
literature, and develops the formal hypotheses to be tested. This dissertation seeks to
determine if (1) auditors reduce their assessments of relevant internal control evidence
when they are exposed to irrelevant internal control evidence, (2) auditors with different
domain specializations respond differently to irrelevant evidence when they possess or
lack superior domain knowledge, and (3) irrelevant evidence affects subsequent audit
planning judgment. The background consists of prior literature from different areas of
research as illustrated in figure 1. Section 2.1 provides background on the internal control
environment. Section 2.2 discusses the literature on domain knowledge. Section 2.3
describes the integrated audit approaches used by auditors. Section 2.4 discusses the
literature on the influence of irrelevant evidence. Section 2.5 develops eleven hypotheses
based on this literature. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 discuss how domain knowledge could
exacerbate the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence or have no effect on the
influence of irrelevant internal control evidence, respectively. Section 2.8 briefly
summarizes chapter 2.
Internal
Control
Environment

Domain
Knowledge

Irrelevant
Evidence
Influence

Integrated
Audit
Approaches

Figure 1: Diagram of Various Literature Streams Reviewed
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2.1 Internal Control Environment
The integrated audit process requires IT auditors and financial auditors to
integrate their audits of the financial statements with their audits of the internal control
system (PCAOB [2007, AS 5]). The integrated audit encourages IT auditors and financial
auditors to obtain a sufficient understanding of key internal control processes. IT auditors
and financial auditors integrate key internal control processes with the amounts reported
on the financial statements. Both IT auditors and financial auditors assess the likelihood
that risks are inherent in the internal control system (Tarantino 2006; Louwers et al.
2008). IT auditors and financial auditors also assess whether the internal control system
will fail to detect internal control irregularities (Ashton 1974; Libby et al. 1985; Waller
1993; Tarantino 2006). Prior to making these judgments, IT and financial auditors
conduct walkthroughs of internal control systems. They also review corporate policies
and procedures, interview various employees, trace transactions through the control
system, and observe the impact of transactions on the financial statements.
In an integrated audit setting, IT auditors and financial auditors obtain an
understanding of key control processes and make preliminary audit judgments. In
addition to the direct effect on internal control judgments, irrelevant evidence may affect
audit planning judgments (Moriarity 1975; Guamnitz et al. 1982; Knechel 1983; Biggs
and Mock 1983; Libby et al. 1985; Kaplan 1985; Meservy et al. 1986). The audit
planning judgment in this study involves assessing the number of required audit hours
necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the number of hours used in the
prior year.
Knechel (1983) argued that preliminary assessments of controls are associated
with subsequent financial auditor judgments. Financial auditors have been found to adjust
their risk assessments and audit plans based on their perceptions of the effectiveness of
controls (Meservy et al. 1986). The audit risk model (audit risk = inherent risk x control
risk x detection risk) suggests that internal control evaluations influence individual audit
planning decisions and interact with other components of the audit (Moriarity 1975;
Libby et al. 1985). Kaplan (1985) found that planned audit hours increase as the
effectiveness of the internal control system is thought to diminish. Guamnitz et al. (1982)
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found that when financial auditors gave a strong rating to internal control, their budgeted
audit hour estimates were low, and vice versa.
IT auditors and financial auditors gain an understanding of internal control
systems for two reasons. First, IT auditors and financial auditors use their understanding
of internal controls to make internal control judgments (e.g., internal control effectiveness
and the risk of material misstatement). In practice, IT auditors and financial auditors take
their internal control judgments a step further and issue a separate opinion on the overall
effectiveness of internal controls (PCAOB [2007, AS 5]). Second, IT auditors and
financial auditors use their understanding of internal controls to revise their audit
planning judgments. Thus, IT auditors and financial auditors determine whether more or
less internal control testing is necessary based on their assessment of the internal control
evidence that they have analyzed. Internal control testing complements substantive
testing. So indirectly, IT auditors and financial auditors also base the degree and extent of
their substantive test procedures on their assessment of the internal control system
(Louwers et al. 2008). That is, when IT auditors and financial auditors perform fewer
internal control test procedures they perform more substantive test procedures and vice
versa.
IT auditors and financial auditors may communicate relevant and irrelevant
internal control evidence to their subordinate and superior audit team members. This
communication can occur during hierarchical reviews and routine communications
between IT and financial auditors from the same and/or different domains. Financial
auditors could share manual control evidence with IT auditors that might be irrelevant to
IT auditors but relevant to financial auditors. Similarly, IT auditors could pass automated
control evidence to financial auditors, which might be relevant to the IT auditors but
irrelevant to the financial auditors. Such communication, while intended to be useful,
could have an adverse effect on audit decisions made by IT auditors and financial
auditors.
When IT auditors are included in the audit engagement team (which does not
necessarily occur on every audit) or called in to serve as consultants to financial auditors,
financial auditors communicate the objectives of the audit to the IT auditors (AICPA AU
sec. 319 paragraph 32, 2006). During this communication, IT auditors are informed by
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financial auditors about the nature and extent of manual processes. IT auditors are then
asked to identify or investigate the adequacy of automated controls that complement
manual process controls. For example, a financial auditor can observe stock-outs or
excessive buildups of inventory and communicate this evidence, along with the client’s
manual override process over procurement, to an IT auditor (Hall and Singleton 2005).
Some of the manual process evidence (related to inventory stock-outs or buildups)
communicated to the IT auditor in the above example may be irrelevant for automated
control judgments (not related to the computerized control points), though not necessarily
irrelevant for manual control judgments. IT auditors are expected to be more influenced
by irrelevant manual process evidence than irrelevant automated evidence, because IT
auditors tend to have less domain knowledge of manual controls than of automated
controls (Duffy 2004; Lanz and Tie 2004).
The communication of irrelevant evidence between IT and financial auditors
could also be initiated by IT auditors. In this scenario, financial auditors are informed by
IT auditors about potentially irrelevant automated evidence. Financial auditors are then
asked by IT auditors to identify or investigate the adequacy of manual control points that
complement automated process controls, or the lack thereof. For example, an IT auditor
might solicit financial auditors to review manual controls that compensate for the finding
that coded rules, embedded within the computer system, fail to specify when, how much,
and from which vendor inventory items are ordered (Hall and Singleton 2005).
Some of the automated process evidence (related to the coded rules)
communicated to the financial auditor in the above example could be irrelevant for
manual control judgments (related to manual processes), though not necessarily irrelevant
for automated control judgments. Irrelevant evidence from automated processes should
influence financial auditors to use irrelevant evidence because financial auditors should
have superior domain knowledge of manual controls but less domain knowledge of
automated controls (Duffy 2004; Lanz and Tie 2004).

2.2 Domain Knowledge
Audit firms facilitate the acquisition of domain knowledge by assigning auditors
to areas of domain specialization. Examples of firm emphasis on domain knowledge can
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be observed where Big Four audit firms hire domain knowledge managers and encourage
their auditors to specialize based on audit approach, industry, service area, and internal
control evaluation approach in order to minimize business risks (Brazel and Agoglia
2007). As auditors acquire domain knowledge, they improve their ability to transfer their
knowledge from previously solved problems to new problems that are related to their
specialized domain area (Frederick and Libby 1986; Vera-Munoz et al. 2001).
For the evaluation of internal controls, auditors tend to function as IT auditors or
financial auditors. IT auditors perform tasks that are more related to automated control
evidence. Therefore, IT auditors have more domain knowledge in automated controls
than financial auditors. Financial auditors perform tasks that are more related to manual
process evidence. So, financial auditors have more domain knowledge in manual process
controls.

2.2.1 Audit approach
Familiarity with problems and contexts are thought to lead to more effective
diagnosis and problem solving (Sun 2007). Familiarity has also been used to describe
domain knowledge (Sun 2007). Nelson et al. (1995) found that financial auditors familiar
with the audit objective approach to conducting an audit improved their ability to access
and use previously observed error frequencies. The financial auditors in the study by
Nelson et al. were more familiar to the audit objective approach, as opposed to the
transaction cycle approach. The audit objective approach better enabled auditors to access
conditional probabilities. The results of Nelson et al. suggested that familiarity with the
audit objective ease cognitive processing and improved judgmental quality.

2.2.2 Industry specialization
Financial auditors improve their ability to transfer knowledge from previously
solved problems to new problems in tasks where they have domain knowledge (Frederick
and Libby 1986). Solomon et al. (1999) found that industry specialist auditors had more
knowledge of financial statement errors than auditors without industry specialization.
However, Solomon et al.’s results did not suggest that industry specialization can explain
the variation in auditors’ cued recall performance. Owhoso et al. (2002) investigated
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whether industry specialization explained error detection variation. Their results indicate
that industry specialists in healthcare and banking consistently detected more mechanical
and conceptual errors than their non-industry specialist counterparts. Their results held
when audit teams of industry specialists were compared to teams of non-industry
specialists. Their results also held when individual industry specialists’ responses were
compared to the responses of non-industry specialist individuals.

2.2.3 Service area
Vera-Munoz et al. (2001) found that management accountants outperformed
financial auditors when both groups were asked to identify opportunity costs.
Management accountants and financial auditors both have declarative knowledge in
identifying opportunity costs. However, Vera-Munoz et al. (2001) attribute their results to
the fact that management accountants have superior domain knowledge in measuring
opportunity costs because they routinely consider opportunity costs. Financial auditors do
not consider opportunity costs on a routine basis.

2.2.4 Internal controls
IT auditors and financial auditors assess the strengths of the control points within
an internal control system. The control points involve two internal control knowledge
domains: manual process controls and automated controls (AICPA 2006). Manual
process evidence is created by humans within the internal control system. Automated
control evidence is created by the IT infrastructure. Financial auditors tend to have
superior domain knowledge in manual process evidence, whereas IT auditors tend to
have superior domain knowledge of automated control evidence (Hunton et al. 2004;
Duffy 2004; Lanz and Tie 2004).

2.3 Integrated Audit Approaches
There are two approaches that can be used to conduct integrated audits: intradomain and inter-domain. The intra-domain approach limits IT auditors and financial
auditors to auditing internal control evidence that is mainly within their knowledge
domain. This approach may reduce the influence of irrelevant evidence because IT
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auditors and financial auditors would be limited to evaluating evidence within their
domain. The downside of this approach is that IT auditors would not be able to trace
transactions through the entire transaction cycle unless the system was totally automated.
Likewise, financial auditors would only be able to trace a transaction through the entire
system if the system consisted of manual processes performed entirely by humans, with
no automated control points.
The inter-domain approach allows both IT auditors and financial auditors to
evaluate evidence outside of their primary knowledge domain. Both IT auditors and
financial auditors can trace transactions through the entire internal control system from
start to finish. The transactions can be evaluated by both types of auditor as they pass
through both domains. Ergo, IT auditors and financial auditors would be authorized to
evaluate internal control evidence regardless of whether that evidence matches their
primary knowledge domain.
A benefit of the inter-domain approach is that IT auditors and financial auditors
would be permitted to trace a transaction through its entire processing cycle. However,
given the difficulties that IT auditors and financial auditors already face when they
encounter irrelevant evidence within their own domain, evaluating internal evidence from
an unfamiliar domain could further impair their judgment of internal controls. Also, the
cost of an audit can be higher under the inter-domain approach. IT auditors have a higher
average hourly billing rate compared to their financial auditor counterpart. Potentially, IT
auditors could perform parts of the internal control evaluation that would normally be
performed by financial auditors. In contrast, the inter-domain approach can also reduce
the cost of an audit if internal control test procedures that are normally performed by IT
auditors are performed by financial auditors. Financial auditors have the option to
determine the effect of automated evidence on the audit (Hunton et al. 2004) without
consulting IT auditors. When financial auditors bypass the use of IT auditors and evaluate
automated control evidence on their own, they may lack the domain knowledge that is
necessary to understand the complexity of the automated evidence (Brazel and Agoglia
2007; Duffy 2004; Lanz and Tie 2004). The inability of IT auditors and financial auditors
to understand the complexity of the internal control structure could increase the
probability of audit failure.
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In the intra-domain approach, IT auditors mainly evaluate automated control
evidence while financial auditors mainly evaluate manual (non-automated) process
evidence. In this setting, accounting firms use audit teams that consists of auditors with
domain specializations to evaluate internal controls. Under this approach, IT and
financial auditors encounter minimal irrelevant evidence that is outside of their domain.
The likelihood of audit failure is, however, still present because auditors will encounter
irrelevant evidence within their domain specialization.

2.4 Influence of Irrelevant Evidence
Irrelevant evidence has been found to decrease financial auditor judgments of
relevant fraud risk evidence (Hackenbrack 1992; Hoffman and Patton 1997; and Glover
1997). However, irrelevant evidence did not decrease audit judgments in Wood’s (2003)
investigation of relevant fraud risk evidence. These studies are discussed in more detail
below.

2.4.1 Irrelevant evidence and fraud risk assessments
Hackenbrack (1992) investigated financial auditors’ fraud risk assessments by
manipulating irrelevant evidence using a between-subjects design (the financial auditors
in his study were conditioned on neutral or non-neutral irrelevant evidence). Non-neutral
evidence was further manipulated at two levels: The non-neutral evidence either
mitigated fraud or did not mitigate fraud. Hackenbrack described his neutral evidence as
irrelevant evidence that was uninformative about fraud. Hackenbrack also manipulated
the direction of the relevant evidence (increased fraud risk versus decreased fraud risk).3
Hackenbrack’s results suggest that financial auditors are influenced by non-neutral
irrelevant evidence. His results also suggest that the non-neutral irrelevant evidence

3

In this dissertation, relevant internal control evidence signaled internal control
weakness. The irrelevant evidence was uninformative about EFT Operation controls and
had no implication on other areas of the audit. The irrelevant evidence signaled internal
control strengths outside of EFT Operations. Similar to Hackenbrack (1992), the
influence of irrelevant evidence was observed when assessments of relevant evidence
were lower when irrelevant internal control evidence was present.
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resulted in more regressive fraud risk assessments than the neutral irrelevant evidence
when the relevant evidence increased fraud risk assessments.
Hoffman and Patton (1997) and Glover (1997) both used between-subject designs
to determine whether accountability would mitigate the use of irrelevant evidence. Both
studies manipulated accountability by requiring some of their financial auditor
participants to justify their fraud risk judgments to superiors. Their results suggest that
accountability has no effect on financial auditors’ use of irrelevant evidence.4 The
financial auditors in both studies used irrelevant evidence when they should have ignored
it. The Glover study, however, did show that time pressure can mitigate the use of
irrelevant evidence.
Wood (2003) investigated whether decision aids could mitigate the use of
irrelevant evidence among financial auditors. Her results suggest that decision-aid use
does not mitigate the effect of irrelevant evidence. Wood observed that the financial
auditors in her study focused their attention on becoming familiar with the decision aid.
Thus, the decision aid distracted them and inhibited their ability to separate relevant and
irrelevant evidence. The findings in Hackenbrack (1992), Hoffman and Patton (1997),
and Glover (1997) are robust. The results in these accounting studies suggest that auditors
reduce their fraud risk assessments when irrelevant evidence was present. In contrast,
Wood (2003) did not find similar results.

2.4.2 Going concern assessments
Irrelevant evidence has been found to decrease auditor judgments of relevant
going concern evidence (Shelton 1999, Young et al. 2001). The results of Shelton (1999)
and Young et al. (2001) are similar to the aforementioned accounting studies on the
influence of irrelevant evidence. These studies are discussed in more detail below.

2.4.2.1 Individuals
Shelton (1999) investigated whether experience would mitigate the use of
irrelevant evidence. Financial auditors were conditioned between-subjects on relevant
evidence only or mixed (relevant and irrelevant) evidence. She found that less4

Auditors are accustomed to being accountable when they perform audit-related tasks.
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experienced financial auditors (audit seniors) produced significantly lower assessments of
the likelihood that a client would fail when they were exposed to mixed evidence versus
relevant evidence only. In contrast, the assessments made by the more experienced
financial auditors (partners and managers) were not significantly different between the
relevant and mixed evidence treatments.

2.4.2.2 Groups
Young et al. (2001) investigated the effects of small groups on the use of
irrelevant evidence. They predicted that groups would use irrelevant evidence because
group members adopt more extreme positions in order to make favorable impressions.
Two hundred thirty-one students rated the likelihood that a small business would
continue to operate for at least one year. Young et al. (2001) used 2 prediction types
(individual or three-member team) x 3 information types (relevant, relevant and
irrelevant, or a rating of the relevance of each cue prior to making the going-concern
prediction). Their results suggest that individuals and groups are influenced by irrelevant
evidence. Their results also suggest that the groups are more affected by the irrelevant
information than the individual participants.

2.5 Hypotheses Development
Based on the preceding discussion, eleven hypotheses were developed. The
hypotheses in section 2.5.1 predict that auditors’ internal control judgment (H1) and audit
planning judgment (H2) will be less influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence
when auditors have superior domain knowledge, and more influenced when auditors lack
superior domain knowledge. The section 2.5.2 hypotheses predict that financial auditors
will be less influenced by irrelevant manual process evidence than IT auditors when they
assess internal control effectiveness (H3) and make audit planning judgments (H4). The
section 2.5.3 hypotheses predict that IT auditors will be less influenced by irrelevant
automated control evidence than financial auditors when they assess internal controls
(H5) and make audit planning judgments (H6). The section 2.5.4 hypotheses predict that
financial auditors will be less influenced by irrelevant manual process evidence than
automated control evidence when they assess internal controls (H7) and make audit
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planning judgments (H8). The section 2.5.5 hypotheses predict that IT auditors will be
less influenced by irrelevant automated control evidence than manual process evidence
when they assess internal controls (H9) and make audit planning judgments (H10). In
section 2.5.6, hypothesis 11 examines the relationship between internal control
assessments (ratings of effectiveness and the risk of material misstatement) on
subsequent audit planning judgment.

2.5.1 Interaction between auditor type and internal control evidence type
The researcher hypothesizes an interaction between the auditor-type and internal
control evidence domain type. If this prediction holds, IT auditors and financial auditors
with superior domain knowledge should be less influenced by irrelevant evidence. On the
other hand, when IT auditors and financial auditors lack superior domain knowledge,
they are expected to be more influenced by irrelevant evidence. The expected interaction
should indicate that IT auditors (financial auditors) are less (more) influenced by
irrelevant automated control evidence but more (less) influenced by irrelevant manual
process evidence.

H1: IT auditors’ (financial auditors’) internal control judgments will be less
influenced by irrelevant automated control (manual process) evidence than
by irrelevant manual process (automated control) evidence.
H2: IT auditors’ (financial auditors’) audit planning judgments will be less
influenced by irrelevant automated control (manual process) evidence than
by irrelevant manual process (automated control) evidence.

2.5.2 Intra-domain financial auditors vs. inter-domain IT auditors
The researcher hypothesizes that financial auditors separate irrelevant manual
process evidence from relevant manual process evidence better than IT auditors with the
same evidence. In this scenario, financial auditors have superior domain knowledge of
the internal control evidence. If this prediction holds, financial auditors should be less
influenced by irrelevant manual process evidence than IT auditors who encounter
identical evidence.
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H3: Financial auditors’ internal control judgments will be less influenced by
irrelevant manual process evidence than IT auditors’ internal control
judgments.
H4: Financial auditors’ audit planning judgments will be less influenced by
irrelevant manual process evidence than IT auditors’ audit planning
judgments.

2.5.3 Intra-domain IT auditors vs. inter-domain financial auditors
The researcher hypothesizes that IT auditors separate irrelevant automated
evidence from relevant automated evidence better than financial auditors with the same
evidence. In this scenario, IT auditors have superior domain knowledge of the internal
control evidence. If this prediction holds, IT auditors should be less influenced by
irrelevant automated control evidence than financial auditors who encounter identical
evidence.

H5: IT auditors’ internal control judgments will be less influenced by irrelevant
automated control evidence than financial auditors’ internal control
judgments.
H6: IT auditors’ audit planning judgments will be less influenced by irrelevant
automated control evidence than financial auditors’ audit planning
judgments.

2.5.4 Intra-domain financial auditors vs. inter-domain financial auditors
The researcher hypothesizes that financial auditors separate relevant from
irrelevant evidence best when they have superior domain knowledge. In this scenario,
financial auditors with relevant and irrelevant manual process evidence have superior
domain knowledge. Financial auditors with automated control evidence have less domain
knowledge than IT auditors. If this prediction holds, financial auditors should be less
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influenced by irrelevant manual process evidence than irrelevant automated control
evidence.

H7: Financial auditors’ internal control judgments will be less influenced by
irrelevant manual process evidence than by irrelevant automated control
evidence.

H8: Financial auditors’ audit planning judgments will be less influenced by
irrelevant manual process evidence than by irrelevant automated control
evidence.

2.5.5 Intra-domain IT auditors vs. inter-domain IT auditors
The researcher hypothesizes that IT auditors separate relevant evidence from
irrelevant evidence best when they have superior domain knowledge. In this scenario, IT
auditors with relevant and irrelevant automated evidence have superior domain
knowledge. IT auditors with irrelevant manual process evidence do not have superior
domain knowledge. If this prediction holds, IT auditors should be less influenced by
irrelevant automated control evidence than irrelevant manual process evidence.

H9: IT auditors’ internal control judgments will be less influenced by irrelevant
automated control evidence than irrelevant manual process evidence.

H10: IT auditors’ audit planning judgments will be less influenced by irrelevant
automated control evidence than irrelevant manual process.

2.5.6 Other consequences of irrelevant evidence: audit planning judgments
The researcher hypothesizes that irrelevant evidence influences the audit planning
judgments of IT auditors and financial auditors. In addition to the studies mentioned
above, Biggs and Mock (1983) described financial auditors’ use of internal control
evidence as a systematic and directed search and evaluation process that had implications
for subsequent parts of the audit. Financial auditors expend a significant amount of
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cognitive effort in searching for relevant cues and evaluating the cues with respect to the
appropriateness of the audit plan. Each audit step is treated as a self-contained process
with its own thorough and sequential information search. When the control search is
completed, financial auditors make choices about the appropriateness of audit scopes and
sample sizes. Thus, if irrelevant evidence does influence IT and financial auditor
judgments of relevant cues, their judgments are likely to affect other parts of the audit.

H11: IT auditors’ and financial auditors’ assessments of internal control
effectiveness are correlated with their audit planning judgments.

2.6 The Detriments of Domain Knowledge on Audit Judgment
People apply more focus on information that is atypical and appropriately filter
(segregate relevant and irrelevant, then ignore irrelevant) information (Zukier and
Jennings 1984). IT auditors and financial auditors may view evidence that is within their
domain as typical. So, contrary to the discussion above, IT auditors and financial auditors
might not adequately filter irrelevant evidence that is in their domain specialization.
Inadequate filtering may occur because the irrelevant evidence could resemble evidence
that both auditor-types are accustomed to processing. Familiarity with evidence may
encourage IT auditors and financial auditors to include irrelevant evidence if the evidence
resembles evidence that is part of their routine information set (Brown and Solomon
1991).
IT auditors and financial auditors outside of their domain may provide less
dilutive judgments that may lead to more effective audits. This position may seem
illogical to many, but in some cases, long-term knowledge structures have been found to
inhibit cognitive processing (Nelson 1993). Therefore, it is not entirely self-evident that
the final results will match the hypotheses in this study.

2.7 The Potential of No Domain Knowledge Effect
Contrary evidence exists that suggests that superior domain knowledge might not
mitigate the influence of irrelevant evidence. Previous accounting studies of the influence
of irrelevant evidence on financial auditors documented factors that did not reduce
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financial auditors’ sensitivity to irrelevant evidence.5 Factors such as decision aid use
(Wood 2003) and accountability (Glover 1997; Hoffman and Patton 1997) have been
found not to mitigate the influence of irrelevant evidence. Thus, the aforementioned
predictions of the effects of superior domain knowledge on the use of irrelevant evidence
may not explain variations in the responses provided by IT auditors and financial
auditors. So, IT auditors and financial auditors with superior domain knowledge might
not exhibit judgments that are significantly different from IT auditors and financial
auditors without superior domain knowledge.

2.8 Summary of Chapter 2
This dissertation adds to the behavioral accounting research paradigm by
examining IT auditors and financial auditor judgment. The researcher develops
and tests hypotheses to determine auditors’ use of irrelevant evidence. This
dissertation, investigates the effects of superior domain knowledge on IT auditors’
and financial auditors’ use of irrelevant internal control evidence. This
dissertation connects the internal control environment and two integrated audit
approaches with irrelevant evidence influence, and domain knowledge.
Eleven hypotheses are tested in chapter 4 of this dissertation. Hypothesis 1
evaluates the interaction between auditor-type and evidence domain for internal
control judgments (internal control effectiveness and risk of material
misstatement). Hypothesis 2 examines the interaction between auditor-type and
evidence domain for audit planning judgments (audit hours necessary to
effectively complete the audit of internal controls).
Hypotheses 3 and 4 compares the influence of irrelevant evidence on
financial auditors to the influence on IT auditors when they are conditioned on
manual process evidence for internal control judgments (H3) and audit planning
judgments (H4). Hypotheses 5 and 6 compare the judgment of IT auditors to that
of financial auditors when they are conditioned on automated control evidence for
internal control judgments (H5) and audit planning judgments (H6). Hypotheses 7
5

More importantly, the financial auditors in the prior studies had some familiarity with
performing the task (e.g. fraud risk assessment).
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and 8 compare financial auditors’ judgment of manual process evidence to that of
automated control evidence for internal control judgments (H7) and audit
planning judgments (H8). Hypotheses 9 and 10 compare IT auditors’ judgment of
manual process evidence to that of automated control evidence for internal control
judgments (H9) and audit planning judgments (H10).
Hypothesis 11 evaluates the effect of internal control judgments on IT and
financial auditors’ audit planning judgments. This analysis was performed for IT
auditors, and financial auditors, respectively. The research design used to test
hypotheses 1 through 11 is described in chapter 3.

Table 1: Summary of Hypothesized Results
Panel A: Hypothesis 1 through 10
Irrelevant
Internal Control
Evidence Influence
IT
Auto Manual

Financial
Auto Manual

Lower Higher
Lower Higher

Higher Lower
Higher Lower

H2 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls Lower Higher

Higher Lower

Auditor Type
Evidence Domain
Hypothesis
H1 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

H3 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

---

Higher
Higher

---

Lower
Lower

H4 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls

--

Higher

--

Lower

Lower
Lower

---

Higher
Higher

---

Higher

--

H5 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

H6 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls Lower
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--

Table 1: Continued
Panel A: Hypothesis 1 through 10
Irrelevant
Internal Control
Evidence Influence
Auditor Type
Evidence Domain

IT
Auto Manual

Financial
Auto Manual

Hypothesis
H7 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

---

---

Higher Lower
Higher Lower

H8 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls

--

--

Higher Lower

H9 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

Lower Higher
Lower Higher

---

---

H10 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls Lower Higher

--

--

Panel B: Hypothesis 11
Regression of Change in Internal Control Effectiveness on Change in Audit Hours
Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
B

p-value

IT

non-zero

<.05

Financial

non-zero

<.05

Auditor Type
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Table 1: Continued

Panel C: Hypothesis 11
Regression of Change in Risk of Material Misstatement on Change in Audit
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
B

p-value

IT

non-zero

<.05

Financial

non-zero

<.05

Auditor Type

Note: Higher and Lower represent the differences in values based on participant
responses to mixed evidence (irrelevant evidence cues with a relevant
evidence cue) then to the relevant evidence cue only.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND METHOD

Chapter 3 describes the cue development and the research method used to
gather data to test the hypotheses developed in chapter 2. Section 3.1 discusses
cue development and pre-testing. Section 3.2 describes the participants. Section
3.3 presents the experimental design and procedures. Section 3.4 describes the
dependent variables. Chapter 3 is summarized in section 3.5.

3.1 Cue Development/Pre-testing
Two rounds of pre-testing were used to determine the relevance of the
relevant cues and the irrelevance of the irrelevant cues. The cues were pre-tested
in the first round with two senior managers from two different Big Four
accounting firms. The cues in the second round were pre-tested on four IT
auditors and four financial statement auditors.

3.1.1 Round 1
The control evidence cues and knowledge test questions were adapted from audit
manuals, contemporary banking periodicals, and professional accounting exam manuals.
The relevant automated control evidence cue was adapted from IS Standards, Guidelines
and Procedures for Auditing and Control Professionals: P11 Electronic Funds Transfer
(EFT) (ISACA 2007). Manual process evidence cues (relevant and irrelevant) and
irrelevant automated internal control evidence cues were adapted from the Internal
Control-Integrated Framework (COSO 1994) and the audit guide of a major international
bank (Bank of America NT&SA 1994).
Recent technological advances in EFT operations were captured in the design,
based on contemporary practitioner banking literature on domain key technology (Wolfe
2007a), wireless remittances (Wolfe 2007b), digital check imaging (Bills 2007a,
Costanzo 2007, Wade 2007a), remote safe technology (Wade 2007b), and pure electronic
business-to-business transfers (Bills 2007b). These recent technological advances
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illustrate the rapid changes that financial institutions must make in order to maintain their
competitive advantage. IT auditors and financial auditors must identify potential material
control threats posed by these technological advances on an ongoing basis.
All of the control evidence items were validated during round 1 by an IT audit
senior manager and an IT audit specialist manager from two of the Big Four accounting
firms. They both were Certified Information System Auditors and Certified Public
Accountants. They had nine and seven years of experience, respectively, evaluating the
controls of automated IT and manual processes. They have spent 70% and 50% of their
time, respectively, in practice, evaluating the automated and manual controls of large
financial institutions (both of them had experience as financial auditors also). They
completed one version of the experimental instrument and verified that the task and the
cues were realistic.
The round 1 pre-test participants rated the domain of the cues provided in all
experimental conditions using a (-5 to +5) scale where -5 was labeled as “risk addressed
only by IT audit specialist.” The midpoint 0 was labeled as “risk addressed by neither the
IT audit specialist nor the financial auditor.” The label +5 is specified to indicate that the
cue was “risk addressed only by financial auditor.” The researcher discussed each rating
with both pre-test participants at the end of both sessions. These discussions helped the
researcher determine whether the experimental cues and their wording were
representative of the internal control evidence seen in practice. Any cue that was
consistently rated in an incorrect domain was eliminated from the instrument. The scale,
labels, and one of the non-diagnostic cues were replaced as a result of phase 1 of the pretest. Also, the relevant automated cue was reworded to include the term “material.”

3.1.2 Round 2
Different participants were used for the round 2 pre-testing and pilot test (see
Table 2 below). Four IT auditors and four financial auditors rated the evidence cues. All
of the round 2 pilot participants were current or former Big Four IT and financial
auditors. Round 2 pilot participants were asked to review ten evidence cues that were
presented to them in randomized order. The pilot participants were unaware that two of
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the cues were relevant while eight of the evidence cues were irrelevant.6 The irrelevant
cues were irrelevant to the experimental task of evaluating the controls over EFT
Operations. Also, the irrelevant evidence cues did not signal internal control weaknesses
and therefore, had no implications on other audit areas.

Table 2: Round 2 Pre-test Participant Characteristics

Auditor Type

IT

Financial

Number of Pre-test Participants

4

4

Average Months of Superior Domain Experience

64.75

31.75

Average Months of Internal Control Evaluation Experience

83.75

24.75

Average Number of Total Client Engagements

22.75

15.50

Pilot participants were asked to “assign 1 point to the one piece of evidence that
would be least relevant to your evaluation of controls around Electronic Funds Transfer
Operations.” Participants were also asked to “assign values (2 to 100) to the remaining
evidence where 100 would mean that the item is 100 times more relevant to the
evaluation of the controls around Electronic Funds Transfer Operations than an item
assigned a 1.” The two relevant evidence cues were identified as the most relevant cues
by the pilot participants (see figure 2 below).

6

The mix of four irrelevant cues and one relevant cue for both evidence domains is
consistent with the existing accounting studies on the influence of irrelevant evidence.
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Evidence Cues and their Irrelevant Round 2 Pre-Test Rankings
(Overall rankings in parentheses, 1=least relevant)
Relevant Evidence Cues
Automated: “ABC Banking Corp. implemented an ERP module for electronic funds
transfer that receives data from a legacy system that does not transfer hash totals, control
totals, and record counts.” (80)
Manual: “ABC Banking Corp. EFT personnel can send wire transfers before obtaining
authorization.” (90)
Irrelevant Automated Evidence
“During the current year under audit, ABC Bank Corp. modified their PIN system to
restrict personnel access to the Human Resource system via the company’s Intranet after
three failed login attempts.” (3.8)
“ABC Bank Corp. uses IT to initiate orders for the purchase and delivery of supplies
based on predetermined decision rules of what to order and in what quantities based on
system-generated decisions. No other documentation of orders placed or supplies
received is produced or maintained, other than through the IT system. Changes to this
process are documented.” (16.3)
“New packaged software applications were installed this year to manage the travel
expense files for ABC Banking Corp.’s Retail Banking Operation managers. Their IT
staff has formal training and experience using this new software.” (16.5)
“ABC Bank Corp. uses automated fraud prevention technology to monitor and data
warehouse accountholder card usage and activation in the current year under audit. They
also used the technology to monitor closed accounts, dormant accounts, and deceased
accounts in the current year under audit.” (22.6)
Irrelevant Manual Process Evidence
“Fraud prevention department personnel attend mandatory fraud training on a routine
basis. They notify accountholders of dubious account activity.” (15.9)
“Human resource and employee benefits hotline personnel verify the identity of all
callers before ensuing phone conversations.” (12.4)
“Travel expense reimbursement forms require inspection and authorization by the
employee's immediate supervisor and the supervisor's manager before the authorized
form is entered into the travel reimbursement system.” (2.6)
“ABC Bank Corp. maintains physical security over purchase orders for the
purchase and delivery of supplies by limiting access to blank order forms and
supplies received to appropriate personnel.” (7.4)
Figure 2: Evidence Cues and their Irrelevant Round 2 Pre-test Rankings
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3.1.3 Pre-test results
Data was collected from eight pilot test participants who rated the evidence cues
during round 2 of the pre-testing phase (see table 3 below). Pilot participants were asked
to assess control effectiveness, risk of material misstatement, and changes to audit hour
budget. Pilot participants completed a seven-question multiple choice test on Electronic
Funds Transfer. Pilot participants also rated the risk domain for each evidence cue on a
continuum (100% automated, 0% manual to 0% automated, 100% manual). Pilot test
participants completed the pilot test in approximately 30 minutes.
The task-specific knowledge scores were almost the same for both types of
auditors who participated in the pilot test. IT auditors received an average score of 50%
correct. Financial auditors received an average score of 43% correct. While these scores
appear low, the test was deliberately designed to be difficult in order to increase
variability in the task-specific knowledge covariate measurement.
IT auditors correctly associated a slightly higher percentage of the automated
evidence with automated risks than the financial auditors did, 90% and 80% respectively.
Financial auditors associated a much higher percentage of the manual process evidence
with manual process risks than the IT auditors did, 80% and 20% respectively. Overall,
financial auditors correctly identified more of the evidence risk domains than IT auditors,
80% and 55% respectively. This difference is explained by the finding that IT auditors
rated more evidence as 50% automated and 50% manual as opposed to leaning more
towards automated or manual. IT auditors’ neutral responses to the risk identification task
might come as a result of their exposure in practice to evidence in both (automated and
manual) domains. IT auditors are also exposed to manual control evidence via
communication with financial auditors.
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Table 3: Pre-test Results of Knowledge and Risk Area Identification Test
Auditor Type

Financial

IT

Average Minutes to Complete Pilot Test

25.75

35.3

Average EFT Knowledge Test Score

43%

50%

Average Percentage of Correctly Identified Automated Risks

80%

90%

Average Percentage of Correctly Identified Manual Process Risks

80%

20%

Average Percentage of Correctly Identified Risks

80%

55%

During follow-up interviews, pilot participants indicated that they were
able to adjust to the relevant evidence cues when the cues were presented ex post
with mixed evidence (this was the initial design that was used for pilot testing). In
a complex task such as evaluating an internal control weakness, a recency effect
should be expected (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992).
Irrelevant evidence use is analogous to recency because people update their
beliefs based on a sequential anchoring-and-adjustment process. The relevant
evidence cue in my pilot test can be viewed as the anchor in the Hogarth and
Einhorn (1992) belief revision model. The subsequent evidence (mixed relevant
and irrelevant evidence) acts as new evidence that is used to modify outcomes and
update beliefs.
Like LaBella and Koehler (2004), the pilot test results in this dissertation
indicated that mixed evidence had little or no influence when it was presented
after the relevant cue. Pilot test participants indicated that presenting mixed
evidence after the relevant cue made the experimental manipulations transparent.
Thus, the pilot test design did not effectively capture the influence of irrelevant
evidence use as it was originally intended to do.
Although the pilot test did not consistently capture the use of irrelevant
evidence and allow for interpretation of the hypothesized results, insight was still
gained from this exercise. As a result, the instrument was redesigned (as it is
presented in this study) to make the manipulations less transparent. Irrelevant
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evidence should be mixed with the relevant evidence in the quasi experiment and
then presented separately as relevant evidence in the quasi experiment. As a pilot
test subject pointed out, “irrelevant evidence exists in practice and in the real
world of internal control evaluation. Presenting the relevant cue alone ex ante is
unrealistic.”
The pilot test also indicated that randomizing the order of the evidence
type (automated and manual process) would be helpful to minimize the possibility
of learning effects. Theoretical explanations for counterbalancing order (e.g.,
control for participant fatigue) is provided in the order effects literature (see, e.g.,
Slamecka and Graf 1978; Hoch 1984; Libby 1985; Levi and Pryor 1987; Heiman
1990; Koehler 1991; Moser 1992; Hirt and Markman 1995; Davies 1998;
Dougherty and Hunter 2003; Favere-Marchesi 2006) and Kerlinger (1986). When
participants self-generated responses, participants tend to carry their responses
into subsequent tasks. These studies have found that distraction tasks are
necessary to clear the memory of the participants. In the instrument that was
revised for the quasi-experiment in this dissertation, participants evaluated mixed
evidence initially. Then they were distracted with knowledge questions. This
precaution minimized the likelihood that the participants would carry their
judgments of the current evidence domain into the subsequent evidence domain.7

3.2 Participants
Thirty-two IT auditors and forty-four financial auditors with internal control
engagement experience participated in this experiment.8 The participants in this study
have audit practice experience, mainly with Big Four accounting firms as either IT
auditors or financial auditors (see Table 4 below). They have participated in at least one
audit or consulting engagement where they evaluated internal controls.
IT auditors had a 97% response rate and financial auditors had a 94% response
rate. IT auditors and financial auditors completed the instrument on average in
7

Participants were assigned to the automated control domain or the manual process
domain in random order. Statistical analysis revealed that there were no significant
differences between the first and second assignments.
8
Pre-test and pilot test participants did not participate in the quasi-experiment.
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approximately 47 minutes and 38 minutes, respectively. IT auditors (financial auditors)
answered correctly an average of 3.34 (2.14) out of six multiple choice questions on
automated controls adapted from the CISA (Certified Information System Auditor) exam.
An independent sample t-test revealed that IT auditors and financial auditors differed
significantly in their knowledge of automated control exam questions. IT auditors
(financial auditors) answered correctly an average of 2.63 (2.89) out of six multiple
choice questions on manual process controls adapted from the CPA (Certified Public
Accounting) exam. IT auditors answered an average of 3.16 out of six multiple choice
questions on EFT while financial auditors answered an average of 2.8 of the EFT
questions correctly.
Table 4: Participant Demographics
Auditor Specialization
IT
Financial
t
Number of participants
44
32
Response rate
97%
94%
Minutes to complete9
47.42 (24.95) 38.15 (17.81) -1.81
Avg. AC knowledge score
3.34 (1.40)
2.14 (1.17) -4.07
Avg. MP knowledge score
2.63 (1.45)
2.89 (1.08)
.90
Avg. EFT knowledge score
3.16 (1.37)
2.80 (1.52) -1.07
Avg. # of months of exp as IT auditor
45.69 (35.33)
3.00 (9.59) -7.65
Avg # of months of exp as nonIT auditor 19.94 (33.78) 66.20 (64.51) 3.70
Avg. # of AC engagements
19.94 (28.58)
3.16 (3.96) -3.85
Avg. # of MP engagements
12.25 (26.23) 18.52(49.72)
.65
Avg. # of professional IT audit classes
8.50 (8.26) 1.86 (2.85) -4.95
Avg. # of college IT audit classes
3.34 (3.86)
1.02 (1.11) -3.79
Avg. # of months evaluating ACs
40.59 (38.21) 17.98(31.31) -2.83
Avg. # of months evaluating MPs
29.63 (39.83) 50.39(69.42) 1.52
Avg. # of IC walkthroughs
9.00 (12.36) 16.09(49.53)
.79
Avg. # of EFT IC walkthroughs
1.91 (4.44)
1.30 (3.45) -.68
% Time spent on audit engagements
75.03 (28.96) 71.70 (39.94) -.40
% Time spent on consulting engagements 24.97 (28.96) 28.30 (39.94)
.40
% Time auditing financial institutions
17.88 (30.37)
7.07(17.85) -1.95
Note:
AC = Automated Control, MP = Manual Process, Exp = Experience, and IC =
Internal Control

p-value

.075
<.000
.372
.290
<.000
<.000
<.000
.518
<.000
<.000
.006
.133
.432
.502
.690
.690
.056

Standard deviations are in parentheses
9

Two IT auditors and four financial auditors are excluded from this average because they
did not complete their instrument in one sitting.
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IT auditors and financial auditors differed significantly in the number of
automated control engagements (t = -3.85, p-value < .000) and number of months
spent on evaluating automated controls (t = -2.83, p-value < .006). IT auditors had
an average of 45.69 months of IT audit experience and 19.94 months of non-IT
audit experience. Financial auditors had an average of 3 months of IT audit
experience and an average of 66.2 months of non-IT audit experience. IT auditors
and financial auditors participated in an average of 19.94 and 3.16 automated
control evaluation engagements, respectively. IT auditors and financial auditors
participated in an average of 12.25 and 18.52 manual process evaluation
engagements respectively. IT auditors appear to be more balanced in their
exposure to automated controls and manual processes than financial auditors. IT
auditors self-reported that they spent 40.59 months evaluating automated controls
and 29.63 months evaluating manual processes. Financial auditors evaluated
automated controls for 17.98 months and manual processes for 50.39.
IT audit training is another area where IT auditors and financial auditors
differed significantly. IT auditors received an average of 8.50 IT audit training
courses as professionals and 3.34 IT audit training courses while they were in
college. Financial auditors, on the other hand, received an average of 1.86 IT
audit training courses as professionals and 1.02 IT audit training courses while
they were in college.
IT auditors participated in an average of 9 internal control walkthroughs,
while financial auditors participated in an average of 16.09 internal control
walkthroughs. In the number of walkthroughs that pertain to EFT operations, IT
auditors and financial auditors self-reported similar averages, 1.91 and 1.30
respectively.
IT auditors and financial auditors did not self-report significant differences
in the percentage of time that they spent between auditing and consulting
engagements. IT auditors and financial auditors spent 75.03% and 71.7% of their
time on auditing engagements, respectively. IT auditors and financial auditors
also did not differ significantly in their percentage of audits that involved
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financial institutions. IT and financial auditors spent 17.88% and 7.07% of their
time on engagements that involved financial institutions.
Neither the IT auditors nor the financial auditors who participated in this
experiment had a knowledge advantage in the experimental context, financial
institutions and EFT Operations. Their self-reported EFT knowledge scores,
number of internal control walkthroughs, number of walkthroughs that involve
EFT, and the percentage of their time spent auditing financial institutions reveal
that neither type of auditor should be better at performing the experimental task.
Another important observation is that IT auditors and financial auditors do cross
over into the other internal control domain. However, IT auditors do so more than
financial auditors.

3.3 Design and Procedures
3.3.1 Overview
Data was collected via a computer program designed according to the Tailored
Design Method (Dilman 2007). The computer program automatically randomized
question choices to control for order effects (Favere-Marchesi 2006). The computer
program also controlled the order in which the participants completed the experiment.10
The program mandated responses and prevented the changing of responses once
participants had already answered a question and proceeded to the next webpage.
Participants were not subject to any time pressure but IT auditors and financial auditors
spent an average of 47.42 minutes and 38.15 minutes completing the task, respectively.

3.3.2 Research design
The research design was a 2x2 quasi-experiment (see Figure 3 below). Evidence
domain type, automated control and manual process, was presented in randomized order
and manipulated within-subject.11 Auditor-type (financial or IT) was between-subject.
10

The order of the experiment is described in section 3.3.3. The experimental instrument
that presents automated control evidence then manual process evidence in this order is
provided in Appendix A.
11
Within each cell, the evidence was presented as mixed then relevant only. The mixed
versus relevant only dichotomy is not mentioned as a manipulation in the design because
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Participant’s self-reported demographic information was treated as covariates.12 Superior
domain knowledge was observed when the auditor-type matched the evidence domain
type. For example, superior domain knowledge was observed when financial auditors
were provided with manual process internal control evidence. Superior domain
knowledge was also observed when IT auditors were provided with automated internal
control evidence.

Evidence Domain Type

Financial
Auditor
Type

Manual Process
Cell 1
Superior
Domain Knowledge

IT

Automated Control
Cell 2
Cell 4
Superior
Domain Knowledge

Cell 3

Figure 3: 2x2 Quasi-Experiment Cell Components
3.3.3 Task and instrument
Participants read an overview that summarized the purpose of the study, and then
agreed to participate. The researcher granted passwords and personal identification
numbers (PIN) to participants. Participants used their password to enter the program.
After reading the general instructions, participants entered their PIN and provided their
formal consent to participate in the study. Participants initially rated the effectiveness of
prior year’s controls after reading a brief narrative about a hypothetical financial
institution and an excerpt from the hypothetical company’s prior year independent
internal control opinion.13 The scale was labeled from left to right as “extremely

only one response is captured in each cell for each dependent variable (which is the
response to the relevant cue minus the response to the mixed cues).
12
None of the treated covariates were later found to be statistically significant.
13
The prior year’s independent internal control opinion served as a baseline only for the
ratings of the hours necessary to effectively complete the current year’s audit.
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effective,” “effective,” “somewhat effective,” “neutral,” “somewhat ineffective,”
”ineffective,” and “extremely ineffective.”
Participants were then given mixed evidence cues (four irrelevant cues and one
relevant cue [similar to Nisbett et al. (1981) and Hoffman and Patton (1997)]) and asked
to rate the effectiveness of the current year’s internal controls over EFT.14 Participants
then estimated the risk of material misstatement by entering a whole number between 0
(no risk) and 100 (certain risk). Participants then provided their audit planning judgment.
They rated the number of audit hours necessary to effectively complete the audit relative
to the prior year.15 Participants repeated all of these steps for the relevant cue only and
then responded to six multiple choice questions related to internal controls from Gleim
and Hillison’s (2006) professional examination preparation guide. The multiple choice
questions served three purposes: to distract participants from the next evidence domain
case, to gauge the subjects’ knowledge in the current evidence domain, and to provide
background data that was used to determine whether knowledge is a latent variable in the
current study.16 Participants were then prompted to repeat these steps for the next
evidence domain case. After completing the second evidence domain case, participants
completed a background questionnaire, six new multiple choice questions that dealt with
Electronic Fund Transfers, and two manipulation checks. The first manipulation check
asked participants to rate the relevance of each cue to the task. The second manipulation
check asked participants to identify the domain of each cue.

3.4 Dependent Variables
IT auditors and financial auditors’ change in rating of internal control
effectiveness and their change in estimate of the risk of material misstatement was used
to measure the influence of irrelevant evidence on internal control judgment. The
14

The irrelevant cues signaled internal control strength but were not relevant to the task.
An 11-point scale was anchored at “Significantly Decrease” and “Significantly
Increase.” The neutral point was labeled “Do Not Adjust.”
16
Adapted manual process control questions from the CPA exam were used for the
manual process domain case and adapted automated control questions from the CISA
exam were used for the automated control domain case. The number of correct responses
was measured as covariates. These covariates did not have significant individual p-values
and were excluded from the statistical model.
15
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influence of irrelevant evidence on audit planning judgment was measured using
auditors’ change in rating of audit hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
relative to the prior audit year. These dependent variables were based on the difference
between the participants’ response to the relevant evidence cue, minus their response to
the mixed evidence cues.
3.4.1 Influence of irrelevant evidence on internal control judgments17
The influence of irrelevant evidence on internal control judgment was measured
based on participant changes in their internal control effectiveness ratings and risk of
material misstatement estimates (Is, and CRs, see equations 1 and 2 below). Positive Is or
CRs indicate that irrelevant internal control evidence did reduce perceptions of relevant
internal control weaknesses. If Is or CRs is zero, irrelevant internal control evidence had
no influence on auditors’ perceptions of relevant internal control weaknesses. Negative Is
or CRs indicate that irrelevant internal control evidence increased perceptions of relevant
internal control weaknesses.

Is = X1 – X2

(1)

Is = influence of irrelevant evidence on the change in internal control effectiveness
X1 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue only
X2 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue when mixed with irrelevant evidence
CRs = Y1 – Y2

(2)

CRs = influence of irrelevant evidence on the change in material misstatement
assessments
17

Pearson Correlation Matrices were compiled for all participants (Appendix C) and
separately for IT auditors for (Appendix D) and financial auditors (Appendix E).
Appendix C, Appendix D, and Appendix E reveal the expected correlation between
automated control effectiveness ratings and automated control risk of material
misstatement estimates. Similar results were found for manual process effectiveness
ratings and manual control risk of material misstatement estimates in Appendix C and
Appendix D.
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Y1 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue only
Y2 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue when mixed with the irrelevant evidence

3.4.2 Influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on audit planning judgment
The influence of irrelevant evidence on audit planning judgments was based on
changes in audit hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior
year (AHs, see equation 3 below). Positive AHs indicate that irrelevant internal control
evidence did reduce perceptions of relevant internal control weaknesses. This implies that
audit failure could occur if auditors are influenced to incorrectly reduce the degree and
extent of internal control tests. If AHs is zero, irrelevant internal control evidence had no
influence on perceptions of relevant internal control weaknesses. Negative AHs indicate
that irrelevant internal control evidence increased perceptions of relevant internal control
weaknesses. Audit failure could occur because the degree and extent of control testing
might be reduced and the likelihood of overlooking control deficiencies and weaknesses
increases.

AHs = Z1 – Z2

(3)

AHs = influence of irrelevant evidence on the change in budgeted audit hours necessary
to effectively audit EFT controls relative to the prior year
Z1 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue only
Z2 = assessment of the relevant evidence cue when mixed with the irrelevant evidence

3.5. Control Variables
3.5.1 Task-specific knowledge
The researcher acknowledged that specialized knowledge could impact the
influence of irrelevant internal control evidence. Knowledge of the task could affect the
participants’ judgment of internal control effectiveness, risk of material misstatement,
and audit hours when they are exposed to irrelevant internal control evidence. IT auditor
participants and financial auditor participants self-reported that they took part in 1.91 and
1.3 respective walkthroughs of EFT operations (see table 4 above). To measure their
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knowledge of EFT operations, the researcher presented each participant with six multiple
choice questions on contemporary EFT topics.18 IT auditors and financial auditors
answered an average of 3.16 and 2.8 questions correctly, respectively. The researcher
used the number of correct EFT responses as a covariate to control for participants’
knowledge of EFT operations. No significant p-values of the covariate were identified.

3.5.2 Experience
Prior studies of auditor judgment have found years of experience to be directly
associated with judgment consistency (Reckers and Taylor 1979, Ashton and Kramer
1980), judgment performance (Choo and Trotman 1991), and selective cue attention
(Davis 1996). These studies, in addition to Shelton (1999), attribute their results to the
fact that experience is thought to enhance the acquisition of knowledge in auditors. That
is, through time auditors build expertise that improves judgmental performance. Shelton
(1999) manipulated experience as a surrogate for expertise. Shelton’s results suggest that
experience mitigates susceptibility to the influence of irrelevant evidence.
The results in other studies suggest that experience might not mitigate the
susceptibility to irrelevant evidence. Moreover, in an internal control task, experience has
not been found to consistently result in better auditor judgments (e.g., Davis 1996).
Guamnitz et al. (1982) concluded that auditors with one to two, three to five, and ten to
twenty years of experience did not differ statistically in their internal control evaluations
of accounts receivable and audit hour correlations. Hamilton and Wright’s (1982) results
suggest that auditing students, auditors with less than three years of experience, and
auditors with three or more years of experience differed in only one category (selfinsight) in their judgments of a payroll control system. Meanwhile, they found no
variation in judgment consensus and cue weighting.
The effects of experience have not been consistent in the accounting literature. So,
it is not clear whether experience would affect the influence of irrelevant internal control
evidence. Self-reported demographic information on participants’ months of experience
in both the IT and manual process domains was collected by the researcher. The
18

All multiple choice questions are presented in Appendix A in the same order that they
were presented during data collection.
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researcher measured both of these measures as covariates. No significant p-values were
noted for the experience covariates.

3.6 Summary of Chapter 3
This chapter described the research method used to collect the data to test
the hypotheses developed in chapter 2. Section 3.1 discusses the two rounds of
cue development and the pilot test participants. Pre-testing and pilot testing
enabled the researcher to gather preliminary feedback on the adequacy of the
experimental cues, the realism of the task, and the aptness of the experimental
format. The feedback led to wording modifications of the experimental instrument
and stressed the need to present the mixed evidence before the relevant cues for
both evidence types.19 Section 3.2 discusses the background of the actual
experimental participants. Section 3.3 discusses the experimental design and
procedures. Section 3.4 discusses the dependent variables. Section 3.5 discusses
the control variables that are measured as covariates. Chapter 4 summarizes the
data collected in the experiment and describes the statistical tests of the eleven
hypotheses.

19

The modifications made the experiment less transparent and more realistic.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This chapter describes the statistical techniques used to test the hypotheses
developed in Chapter 2. The data used in these statistical tests were gathered from
IT and financial auditors as outlined in Chapter 3. The chosen α level for this
dissertation was 0.05. All numbers except the p-values, regression constants, and
R2’s were rounded to the nearest hundredths. Section 4.1 discusses the
manipulation checks. Section 4.2 discusses the influence of the irrelevant internal
control evidence. Section 4.3 discusses the results of testing the eleven
hypotheses. Section 4.4 summarizes chapter 4.

4.1 Manipulation Checks
Data from the manipulation checks revealed that IT auditors and financial
auditors did interpret the two relevant cues as either relevant or extremely
relevant. Both auditor-types rated the relevant manual process cue as either
relevant or extremely relevant 91% of the time. IT auditors and financial auditors
rated the relevant automated control cue as either relevant or extremely relevant
81% of the time. The IT auditors and financial auditors also correctly identified
whether the cues originated from the automated control evidence domain or the
manual process evidence domain 91% of the time. Ergo, the two relevant cues
were deemed as relevant as intended by the researcher. The auditors were also
able to identify the evidence domain of the relevant and irrelevant cues per the
intent of the researcher.

4.2 Influence of Irrelevant Internal Control Evidence
Consistent with the literature on the influence of irrelevant evidence,
(Hackenbrack 1992; Glover 1997; Hoffman and Patton 1997; and Shelton 1999),
IT auditors and financial auditors rated EFT controls to be weaker when they
provided judgments of the relevant cues alone versus when the relevant cue was
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mixed with irrelevant cues. The influence of irrelevant evidence were consistent
for changes in internal control effectiveness, changes in the risk of material
misstatement estimates, and changes to budgeted audit hours in relation to the
prior year (see Table 5 below).

Table 5: Paired Sample t-test of the Influence of Irrelevant Internal Control
Evidence across Auditor Types

Mixed
Cues
Dependent Variable Mean
4.18
Is
CRs
47.33
AHs
4.34

Relevant
Only
Cue
Mean
5.49
59.49
4.93

Std. Dev.
1.32
23.65
1.81

t
12.24
6.34
4.03

p-value
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Number of participants20 = 76
Is: Change in Internal Control Effectiveness
CRs: Change in Risk of Material Misstatement Assessment
AHs: Change in Budgeted Audit Hours to Effectively Audit EFT Controls

4.3 Test of Hypotheses
Eleven hypotheses are developed in chapter 2 of this dissertation. These
hypotheses examine the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on
internal control judgments and audit planning judgments. To test these
hypotheses, the researcher analyzed the influence of irrelevant evidence on
changes to: ratings of internal control effectiveness, material misstatement
assessment, and the audit hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
relative to the prior year. The researcher used a 2x2 mixed factor ANOVA model
(Kinnear and Gray 2006). For hypotheses 1 through 10, evidence domain type
(manual process, automated control) was varied within-subjects and auditor type
(Financial Auditor versus IT Auditor) was varied between subjects. Regression
analysis was used for hypothesis 11.
20

Note that paired differences were determined based on within-subject comparison of
mixed (relevant and irrelevant) evidence then relevant only evidence. This step was
repeated for both evidence domains and generated 152 data points.
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The interactions of auditor-type and evidence domain on the influence of
irrelevant internal control evidence are examined in H1 for ratings of internal
control effectiveness and the risk of material misstatement assessment. The
interaction effects of auditor-type and evidence domain on the influence of
irrelevant internal control evidence are examined in H2 for the audit hours
necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior. IT auditor
versus financial auditor judgments are compared while holding manual process
domain evidence constant in H3 (ratings of internal control effectiveness and the
risk of material misstatement assessment) and H4 (audit hours necessary to
effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year). IT auditor versus
financial auditor judgments are compared while holding automated control
domain evidence constant in H5 (ratings of internal control effectiveness and the
risk of material misstatement assessment) and the audit hours necessary to
effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year (H6).
Financial auditors with manual process evidence versus financial auditors
with automated control judgments are compared in H7 (ratings of internal control
effectiveness and the risk of material misstatement assessment) and the audit
hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year
(H8). In H9, IT auditors with manual process evidence versus IT auditors with
automated control judgments are compared (ratings of internal control
effectiveness and the risk of material misstatement assessment) and the audit
hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year
(H10).
The researcher examined the influence of irrelevant internal control
judgment on audit planning judgment by regressing internal control effectiveness
on the ratings of the number of audit hours necessary to effectively audit internal
controls in H11. Also, the risk of material misstatement was regressed on the
ratings of the number of audit hours necessary to effectively audit internal
controls. Bivariate regressions were performed for IT auditors and financial
auditors, respectively. Each regression included their responses to both automated
internal control evidence and manual process internal control evidence.
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4.3.1 Dependent variable: internal control effectiveness
Hypothesis 1 predicted an interaction between auditor-type and evidence
domain for the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on internal control
effectiveness. That is, IT auditors will be more influenced by irrelevant evidence
from the manual process domain and less influenced by irrelevant evidence from
the automated control evidence domain. Simultaneously, financial auditors will be
more influenced by irrelevant evidence from the automated control evidence
domain and less influenced by irrelevant evidence from the manual process
domain. The results indicate that the interaction between auditor-type and
evidence domain was not significant (Table 6, panel A, F = .24, p-value = .628).

Internal Control
Effectiveness

Influence of Irrelevant Evidence
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1.59
1.39
1.25
0.88

Manual Process

Automated Control

Evidence Domain

Financial
IT

Figure 4: Plot of Means for Internal Control Effectiveness
Descriptive analysis of the data in panel C of Table 6 and the plot of the
interactions (see Figure 4 above) of mean auditor ratings of internal control
effectiveness revealed that IT auditors and financial auditors were more
influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence when they have superior
domain knowledge but the statistical difference is not significant. IT auditors have
a mean influence of 1.25 with automated control evidence and only .88 with
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manual process evidence. Financial auditors have a mean influence of 1.59 with
automated control evidence and 1.39 with manual process evidence.
Table 6: Results of Mixed Factor ANOVA for Internal Control Effectiveness
Panel A: Test of Within-Subjects Effects
Source
Evidence Domain
Evidence Domain*Auditor Type
Error

df
1
1
74

SS
3.11
0.27
84.33

MS
3.11
0.27
1.14

F
2.73
.24

p-value
.103
.628

Panel B: Test of Between-Subject Effects
Source
Auditor Type
Error

df
1
74

SS
6.73
168.24

MS
6.73
2.27

F p-value
2.96 .09

Panel C: Mean (Standard Deviation) Influence of Irrelevant Evidence on
Internal Control Effectiveness
Evidence Domain Type
Auditor Type Manual Process
Automated Control
Financial

1.39
(1.42)

1.59
(1.32)

IT

.88
(1.21)

1.25
(1.22)

Panel D: Simple Effect Tests of Auditor Differences
Evidence Domain
Manual Process (H3)
Automated Control (H5)

t
1.65
1.15

p-value
.104
.254

Panel E: Simple Effect Tests of Domain Evidence Differences
Auditor Type
Financial (H7)
IT (H9)

t
.86
1.49

p-value
.395
.142
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Simple effects tests of auditor difference in Table 6, panel D revealed that
IT auditors and financial auditors were not significantly different from each other
when they rated the effectiveness of controls with evidence from the manual
process domain (H3, t = 1.65, p-value=.104). Table 6, panel D also revealed that
IT auditors and financial auditors were not significantly different from each other
when they rated the effectiveness of controls with evidence from the automated
control domain (H5, t = 1.15, p-value=.254).
Within-subject analyses of effectiveness ratings are presented in Table 6,
panel E. The simple effect tests of auditor differences revealed that financial
auditors’ effectiveness ratings of manual process evidence were not significantly
different from their effectiveness ratings of automated control evidence (H7, t =
.86, p-value=.395). The simple effect tests of auditor differences also revealed
that IT auditors’ effectiveness ratings of manual process evidence were not
significantly different from their effectiveness ratings of automated control
evidence (H9, t = 1.49, p-value=.142).The results in panels D and E of Table 6
suggest that there were no significant differences between auditor-types and their
judgment in different evidence domains when IT auditors and financial auditors
rated internal control effectiveness.

4.3.2 Dependent variable: risk of material misstatement
Hypothesis 1 predicted an interaction between auditor-type and evidence
domain for the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on estimates of
material misstatements. That is, IT auditors will be more influenced by irrelevant
evidence from the manual process domain and less influenced by irrelevant
evidence from the automated control evidence domain. Simultaneously, financial
auditors will be more influenced by irrelevant evidence from the automated
control evidence domain and less influenced by irrelevant evidence from the
manual process domain. The results in this dissertation indicate that there is no
statistically significant interaction between auditor-type and evidence domain
(Table 7, panel A, F = 1.09, p = .301).
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Descriptive analysis of the data in Panel C of Table 7 and the plot of the
interactions (see Figure 5 below) of mean auditor ratings of internal control
effectiveness revealed that financial and IT auditors were more influenced (but
significantly) by irrelevant internal control evidence when they have domain
knowledge. IT auditors have a mean influence of 14.13 with automated control
evidence and only 11.09 with manual process evidence. Financial auditors have a
mean influence of 10.00 with automated control evidence and 13.68 with manual
process evidence.21

Influence of Irrelevant Evidence
16
14

RMM

12
10

14.13

13.68
11.09

10

8
6
4
2
0
Manual Process

Automated Control
Financial
IT

Evidence Domain

Figure 5: Plot of Means for Risk of Material Misstatement

Simple effects tests of auditor difference in Table 7, panel D revealed that
IT auditors and financial auditors were not significantly different from each other
when they estimated the rate of material misstatement with evidence from the
manual process domain (H3, t = .52, p-value=.516). Table 7, panel D also
revealed that IT auditors and financial auditors were not significantly different

21

The interaction plot of the means in figure 5 makes the interaction appear to be
significant. However, the ANOVA p-value for this interaction in table 6, panel A reveals
that the interaction is not statistically significant. The appearance of the significant
interaction in the plots can be attributed to the size of the standard deviations.
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from each other when they estimated the rate of material misstatement with
evidence from the automated control domain (H5, t = .82, p-value=.604).

Table 7: Result of Mixed Factor ANOVA for Risk of Material Misstatement
Panel A: Test of Within-Subjects Effects
Source
Evidence Domain
Evidence Domain*Auditor Type
Error

df
SS
MS
1
3.92
3.92
1
417.44 417.44
74 28,415.26 383.99

F
0.10
1.09

p-value
.920
.301

F
.03

p-value
.865

Panel B: Test of Between-Subject Effects
Source
Auditor Type
Error

df
1
74

SS
21.88
55,566.51

MS
21.88
750.90

Panel C: Mean (Standard Deviation) Influence of Irrelevant Evidence on
Internal Control Effectiveness
Evidence Domain Type
Automated Control
Auditor Type Manual Process
Financial

13.68
(26.71)

10.00
(24.98)

IT

11.09
(19.50)

14.13
(22.50)

Panel D: Simple Effect Tests of Auditor Differences
Evidence Domain
Manual Process (H3)
Automated Control (H5)

t
.52
.82

p-value
.516
.604

Panel E: Simple Effect Tests of Domain Evidence Differences
Auditor Type
Financial (H7)
IT (H9)

t
1.46
1.60

p-value
.148
.115
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Within-subject analyses of the rate of material misstatement estimates are
presented in Table 7, panel E. The simple effect tests of auditor differences
revealed that financial auditors’ rate of material misstatement estimates of manual
process evidence were not significantly different from their rate of material
misstatement estimates of automated control evidence (H7, t = 1.46, pvalue=.148). The simple effect tests of auditor differences also revealed that IT
auditors’ rate of material misstatement estimates of manual process evidence were
not significantly different from their rate of material misstatement estimates of
automated control evidence (H9, t = 1.60, p-value=.115).The results in panels D
and E of Table 7 suggest that there were no significant differences between
auditor-types and their judgment in different evidence domains when IT auditors
and financial auditors estimated the rate of material misstatement.

4.3.3 Dependent variable: hours necessary to effectively audit internal
controls relative to the prior year
Hypothesis 2 predicted an interaction between auditor-type and evidence
domain for the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on the hours
necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year. That is,
IT auditors will be more influenced by irrelevant evidence from the manual
process domain and less influenced by irrelevant evidence from the automated
control evidence domain. Simultaneously, financial auditors will be more
influenced by irrelevant evidence from the automated control evidence domain
and less influenced by irrelevant evidence from the manual process domain. The
results in this dissertation indicate that the interaction between auditor-type and
evidence domain was significant (Table 8, panel A, F = 5.28, p = .024).
Descriptive analysis of the data are provided in Panel C of Table 8 and the
plot of the interactions (see Figure 6 below) of mean auditor ratings of the number
of hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls. IT auditors had a mean
influence of .56 with automated control evidence and only .03 with manual
process evidence. Financial auditors had a mean influence of .52 with automated
control evidence and 1.14 with manual process evidence.
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Influence of Irrelevant Evidence

Audit Hours Necessary
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Figure 6: Plot of Means for the Number of Hours Necessary to Effectively
Audit Internal Controls Relative to the Prior Year
Simple effects tests of auditor difference in Table 8, panel D revealed that
IT auditors and financial auditors did significantly different from each other when
they rated the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls with evidence
from the manual process domain (H4, t = 2.64, p-value=.010). Table 8, panel D
also revealed that IT auditors and financial auditors were not significantly
different from each other when they rated the hours necessary to effectively audit
internal controls with evidence from the automated control domain (H6, t = .82, pvalue=.923).
Within-subject analyses of hours necessary to effectively audit internal
controls are presented in Table 8, panel E. The simple effect tests of auditor
differences revealed that financial auditors’ ratings of the hours necessary to
effectively audit internal controls of manual process evidence was significantly
different from their ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal
controls of automated control evidence (H8, t = 2.06, p-value=.042). The simple
effect tests of auditor differences also revealed that IT auditors’ rating of the
hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls of manual process evidence
were not significantly different from their rating of the hours necessary to
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effectively audit internal controls of automated control evidence (H10, t = 1.24, pvalue=.219).

Table 8: Result of Mixed Factor ANOVA for the Hours Necessary to
Effectively Audit Internal Controls
Panel A: Test of Within-Subjects Effects
Source
Evidence Domain
Evidence Domain*Auditor Type
Error

Df
1
1
74

SS
0.06
12.14
170.20

MS F
0.06 0.03
12.14 5.28
2.30

p-value
.869
.024

Panel B: Test of Between-Subject Effects
Source
Auditor Type
Error

Df
1
74

SS
10.51
298.80

MS
10.51
4.04

F
2.60

p-value
.111

Panel C: Mean (Standard Deviation) Influence of Irrelevant Evidence on Change in
Budgeted Audit Hours
Evidence Domain Type
Auditor Type Manual Process
Automated Control
Financial

1.14
(1.65)

.52
(1.81)

IT

.03
(1.98)

.56
(1.70)

Panel D: Simple Effect Tests of Auditor Differences
Evidence Domain
Manual Process (H4)
Automated Control (H6)

t
2.64
.82

p-value
.010
.923

Panel E: Simple Effect Tests of Domain Evidence Differences
Auditor Type
Financial (H8)
IT (H10)

t
2.06
1.24

p-value
.042
.219
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4.3.4 Audit judgment regressions
Regression analysis of the internal control judgments on audit planning
judgment offers an alternative approach to examining the influence of irrelevant
internal control evidence. The researcher separately regressed both internal
control judgment dependent variables (effectiveness ratings and risk of material
misstatement estimate) on the dependent variable for audit planning judgment
(hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls). This analysis presents
mixed evidence that irrelevant internal control evidence could affect the effort put
forth by financial auditors when they evaluate internal control evidence.

Table 9: Influence of Internal Control Judgment on Audit Effort
Panel A: Regression of Internal Control Effectiveness Ratings on the Ratings
of the Audit Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
Auditor
Type
Financial
IT

Constant
2.67
2.64

Β
.49
.46

t
2.26
1.54

p-value
.025
.128

R2
.04
.03

Panel B: Regression of Change in Risk of Material Misstatement on Change
in Audit Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
Auditor
Type
Financial
IT

Constant
4.90
4.12

Β
.00
.02

t
0.21
1.09

p-value
.833
.280

R2
.00
.01

Table 9, Panel A, reveals the bivariate regressions of a statistically
significant beta (for financial auditors only, Table 9, panel A, B = .49, p-value =
.025). Thus, financial auditors’ judgments of the effectiveness of internal controls
had a positive correlation with the audit hours necessary to effectively audit
internal controls. IT auditors were not significantly influenced (Table 9, panel A,
p-value=.128). Table 9, Panel B revealed that there was no significant relationship
between of the ratings of the risk of material misstatement and the audit hours
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necessary to effectively audit internal controls relative to the prior year for
financial auditors (p-value=.833) and IT auditors (p-value=.280).22

4.4 Summary of Chapter 4
This chapter discussed the results of the tests of the hypotheses that were
developed in chapter 2. Section 4.2 discusses results of a paired sample t-test that
revealed that auditors are influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence. Sections
4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3 include discussions and presentations of descriptive data that reveal
higher irrelevant evidence influence means for IT auditors and financial auditors when
they are inside their domain. That is, IT auditors and financial auditors appear to be more
influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence when they have superior domain
knowledge than when they lack superior domain knowledge.
Section 4.3.3 discusses the finding that auditor-type and evidence domain interact
to significantly affect the influence of irrelevant internal control evidence on the ratings
of the hours necessary to effectively audit EFT controls relative to the prior year (H2).
Section 4.3.3 also discusses simple effects analysis that reveals significant auditor
differences to manual process domain evidence (H4) and significant financial auditor
differences based on evidence domain (H8). Section 4.3.4 discusses the statistically
significant correlation (for financial auditors only) of internal control effectiveness with
the audit hours necessary to effectively complete the audit relative to the prior year
(H11). These findings are depicted in Table 10.23
Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation. In chapter 5, the researcher restates the
research question, reviews the research method, and summarizes the results. Also in
chapter 5, the researcher discusses the results, contributions, and limitations of this
dissertation. Chapter 5 concludes with the implication of this dissertation for future
research.

22

Control variables for task specific knowledge and experience were intentionally
excluded from the bivariate regression analyses because they both provided insignificant
regression coefficients. The control variables were excluded only for parsimony.
23
A MANOVA was conducted for the overall model. The MANOVA yielded statistically
insignificant results for differences in auditor-type (Appendix F, Wilk’s Lambda F =
1.709, p-value = .132).
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Table 10: Summary of Results
Panel A: Hypothesis 1 through 10
Irrelevant Control
Evidence Influence
IT
Financial
Auto Manual Auto Manual p-value

Auditor Type
Evidence Domain
Hypothesis
H1 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

1.25
.88
14.13 11.09

H2 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit ICs

.56

.03

1.59 1.39 .628
10.00 13.68 .865

.52

H3 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

---

.88
11.09

---

H4 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit ICs

--

.03

--

H5 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

1.25
14.13

---

H6 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit ICs

14.13

1.39
10.00

---

.245
.604

--

10.00

--

.923

1.59 1.39 .395
10.00 13.68 .148

---

H8 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit ICs

--

--

24

1.25
.88
14.13 11.09

.56

This is the p = value on the interaction term
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1.39 .104
13.68 .516

.010

---

H10 Audit Planning Judgment:
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit ICs

.02424

1.14

H7 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

H9 Internal Control Judgment:
Effectiveness Rating
Risk of Material Misstatement Estimate

1.14

.03

.52

1.14 .042

---

---

.142
.115

--

--

.219

Table 10: Continued

Panel B: Hypothesis 11
Regression of Change in Internal Control Effectiveness on Change in Audit Hours
Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
Auditor Type

B

t

p-value

IT

.46

1.54

.128

Financial

.49

2.26

.025

Panel C: Hypothesis 11
Regression of Change in Risk of Material Misstatement on Change in Audit
Hours Necessary to Effectively Audit Internal Controls
Auditor Type

B

t

p-value

IT

.02

1.09

.280

Financial

.00

0.21

.833

IC = Internal Controls
Boldfaced indicate statistically significant p-values.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This chapter concludes this dissertation. Section 5.1 restates the research
question. Section 5.2 discusses the research method. Section 5.3 summarizes the
results. Section 5.4 discusses the results. Section 5.5 discusses the contributions of
this dissertation. Section 5.6 discusses the limitations of this dissertation. Section
5.7 discusses the, implications of this dissertation for future research.

5.1 Research Question
This dissertation addresses how superior domain knowledge affects the influence
of irrelevant internal control evidence on audit judgments. This research question is based
on a common problem in the practice of accounting where IT auditors and financial
auditors with specialized internal control knowledge form judgments on internal controls
and audit planning judgments after evaluating evidence inside and outside of their areas
of domain specialization. IT auditors and financial auditors tend to have superior domain
knowledge in evaluating automated control evidence or manual process control evidence,
respectively.
Suboptimal judgments of relevant internal control evidence based on exposure to
irrelevant internal control evidence could lead to audit failure. This may occur when
irrelevant internal control evidence influences IT auditors and financial auditors to reduce
their assessments of relevant internal control weaknesses. Then IT auditors and financial
auditors may incorrectly reduce the extent and degree of internal control testing. The
reduction of internal control testing may increase the likelihood that significant
deficiencies and material weaknesses in internal controls will not be detected by IT
auditors and financial statements. Ultimately, materially misstated financial statements
could be certified by auditors; thus, audit failure could occur.
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5.2 Review of Research Method
This study investigated the effects of domain knowledge on the influence of
irrelevant internal control evidence. The researcher compared IT auditors’ and financial
auditors’ internal control judgments (effectiveness of internal controls and risk of
material misstatement) and audit planning judgments (hours necessary to effectively audit
internal controls) when auditor-type was exposed to relevant evidence with, and without,
the presence of irrelevant evidence. The auditors evaluated evidence from the automated
control domain and the manual process domain separately.

5.3 Summary of Results
The results of a paired sample t-test revealed that the auditors who participated in
this experiment were influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence. Descriptive data
consistently revealed means that emphasized the influence of irrelevant evidence on
internal control judgments and audit planning judgments. IT auditors and financial
auditors were more influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence when they had
superior domain knowledge. Auditor-type and evidence domain interacted significantly
on audit planning judgments (H2). The interaction in H2 appears to be driven by the
statistically higher influence of the irrelevant manual process evidence on financial
auditors than IT auditors (H4). Financial auditors were also more influenced by the
irrelevant manual process evidence than they were influenced by irrelevant automated
control evidence (H8). Lastly, financial auditors’ subsequent audit planning judgments
were correlated with their perceptions of internal control effectiveness (H11).

5.4 Discussion of Results
The results in Table 5 indicate that IT auditors and financial auditors reduced their
audit planning judgments when they were exposed to irrelevant (mixed) internal control
evidence. Also, Table 8 shows that IT auditors’ and financial auditors’ audit planning
judgments were more influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence when they had
superior domain knowledge. This means that IT auditors and financial auditors may
allocate insufficient audit budget hours to internal control investigations of significant
deficiencies or material weaknesses when they are exposed to irrelevant internal control
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evidence. Given the potential for over-reliance on internal controls in this context, audit
failure could occur if IT auditors and financial auditors fail to detect significant
deficiencies and material weaknesses.
Both auditor-types had planning judgments that were influenced by irrelevant
(mixed) internal control evidence. But IT auditors’ planning judgments were no more
influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence when IT auditors had superior domain
knowledge than when they did not have superior domain knowledge. A possible
explanation for this conclusion is presented in the demographic information in Table 4.
The IT auditor participants in this study have superior domain knowledge in automated
controls. However, IT auditors have almost just as much self-assessed experience with
manual process evidence as they do to automated control evidence.
The audit planning judgment interaction between evidence domain and auditortype can be attributed to two other significant findings. First, the audit planning
judgments of financial auditors were significantly more influenced by manual process
evidence than IT auditors. Second, the audit planning judgments of the financial auditors
were significantly lower for automated control evidence in comparison to manual process
evidence.
A regression of financial auditors control effectiveness ratings on their audit
planning judgments also revealed a significant, positive correlation. Thus, financial
auditors’ perceptions of internal controls may affect their audit planning judgments. This
finding presents further evidence of how irrelevant internal control evidence may
ultimately lead financial auditors to audit failure.

5.5 Contributions
This study extends the literature on auditors’ use of irrelevant evidence
(Hackenbrack 1992; Glover 1997; Hoffman and Patton 1997; Shelton 1999; Young et al.
2001; Wood 2003). The results in this dissertation suggest that IT auditors and financial
auditors may be influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence from automated and
manual process domains. However, the researcher found mixed evidence that superior
domain knowledge can affect the use of irrelevant internal control evidence. Both IT and
financial auditors show that they are influenced by irrelevant evidence when they have
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superior domain knowledge. Thus, superior domain knowledge might contribute to audit
failure. Auditors with superior domain knowledge of internal control evidence may be
more influenced by irrelevant internal control evidence even though their domain
knowledge should cause them to ignore irrelevant evidence.

5.6 Limitations
A limitation of this dissertation is that the researcher relied on the participants’
self-reported specialization as IT auditors or financial auditors to partition auditor-type
between-subject. To counter this limitation, the researcher collected background
information on each participant. The researcher used the background information to
determine whether the participants had superior knowledge in one of the two domains.
Financial auditors were determined to have superior domain knowledge in manual
processes. IT auditors were determined to have superior domain knowledge in automated
controls. However, IT auditors provided background information that revealed that they
had almost just as much familiarity with manual processes as they did with automated
controls.
Experimental studies cannot capture all of the complexities of the real world
(Kerlinger 1986). Likewise, this dissertation does not capture all of the complexities of a
real internal control evaluation environment in its entirety. For example, the researcher
asked participants to make judgments based solely on summarized evidence cues. In
practice, the environment may be more complex because the evidence obtained from
walkthroughs, interviews, corporate policies, and transaction traces might not be readily
summarized for the IT auditors and financial auditors as they are in this experiment (but
the cues may emulate internal control evaluation exceptions that are noted in audit
workpapers for hierarchical review purposes). Also, IT auditors and financial auditors
might have to make one assessment on internal control strength that covers many
transaction classes. In this experiment, participants were asked to focus their cognitive
abilities on just one transaction system, EFT Operations. Irrelevant evidence is influential
in this highly simplified quasi-experimental context. So, the results in this dissertation
may suggest to IT auditors and financial auditors that their use of irrelevant evidence may
be more severe than originally expected.
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5.7 Future Research
This dissertation is only a first step that identifies this internal control problem.
Future research might identify variables that may mitigate this problem. To date, little is
known about whether the presence of supervision while conducting an audit will mitigate
the use of irrelevant evidence. The first standard of fieldwork requires the supervision of
staff while conducting the audit (AICPA 2006 [SAS no. 1 sec. 150; SAS no. 43]), so it
seems practical to expect that accountability would mitigate the use of irrelevant
evidence. The results in the psychology literature suggest that accountability does
mitigate the use of irrelevant evidence (Tetlock et al. 1989). Surprisingly, these results
have not held in the accounting studies on irrelevant evidence use (Glover 1997;
Hoffman and Patton 1997).
Audit team collaboration is a constant in accounting practice. Groups are another
factor that should mitigate the influence of irrelevant evidence. But a study by Young et
al. (2001) documented that small groups exacerbate the use of irrelevant evidence among
students. An investigation of irrelevant evidence use among small audit teams with
practicing auditors may be fruitful.
In this dissertation, the researcher found evidence that shows that IT auditors and
financial auditors may not adequately separate relevant evidence from irrelevant evidence
when they have superior domain knowledge. This concept extends the study conducted
by Hackenbrack (1992). However, neither this dissertation, nor the existing literature on
the influence of irrelevant evidence describes the cognitive strategies that IT auditor and
financial auditors utilize when they encounter irrelevant internal control evidence. This
issue, in addition to the issues mentioned above, is left for future research.
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APPENDIX B

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL

Office of the Vice President For Research
Human Subjects Committee
Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742
(850) 644-8673 · FAX (850) 644-4392
APPROVAL MEMORANDUM
Date: 4/14/2008
To: Daniel Selby
Address: 904 Park View Drive, Tallahassee, FL 32311
Dept.: ACCOUNTING
From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair
Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research
The Effects of Auditor Type and Evidence Type: Mitigating the Influence of Irrelevant
Evidence on Auditors' Perceptions of Internal Control Weaknesses
The application that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in
the proposal referenced above have been reviewed by the Secretary, the Chair, and two
members of the Human Subjects Committee. Your project is determined to be Expedited
per 45 CFR § 46.110(7) and has been approved by an expedited review process.
The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit,
except to weigh the risk to the human participants and the aspects of the proposal related
to potential risk and benefit. This approval does not replace any departmental or other
approvals, which may be required.
If you submitted a proposed consent form with your application, the approved stamped
consent form is attached to this approval notice. Only the stamped version of the consent
form may be used in recruiting research subjects.
If the project has not been completed by 4/8/2009 you must request a renewal of approval
for continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to
your expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to
timely request renewal of your approval from the Committee.
You are advised that any change in protocol for this project must be reviewed and
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approved by the Committee prior to implementation of the proposed change in the
protocol. A protocol change/amendment form is required to be submitted for approval by
the Committee. In addition, federal regulations require that the Principal Investigator
promptly report, in writing any unanticipated problems or adverse events involving risks
to research subjects or others.
By copy of this memorandum, the Chair of your department and/or your major professor
is reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects
involving human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as
needed to insure that the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution
and with DHHS regulations.
This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection.
The Assurance Number is IRB00000446.
Cc: Greg Gerard, Advisor
HSC No. 2008.1289
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APPENDIX C

PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS

1
AutoEFF

2
ManEFF

3
AutoRMM

1

1.00000

0.35576
.0016

0.42694
.0001

2

0.35576
.0016

1.00000

-0.02206
.8500

3

0.42694
.0001

-0.02206
.8500

4

0.05088
.6624

5

6

4
ManRMM

5
AutoHours

6
ManHours

0.17838
.1231

-0.02921
.8022

0.29475
.0097

0.24912
.0300

0.39130
.0005

1.00000

0.31749
.0052

0.32904
.0002

-0.18513
.0627

0.29475
.0097

0.31749
.0052

1.00000

0.42138
.0002

0.21459
.0447

0.17838
.1231

0.24912
.0300

0.32904
.0037

0.42138
.0002

1.00000

0.23097
.0447

-0.02921
.8022

0.39130
.0005

-0.18513
.1094

0.21459
.0627

0.23097
.0447

1.00000

0.05088
.6624

Notes
1 = AutoEff =

Effectiveness ratings based on automated control evidence

2 = ManEFF =

Effectiveness ratings based on manual process evidence

3 = AutoRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on automated control
evidence
4 = ManRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on manual process
evidence
5 = AutoHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on automated Control evidence
6 = ManHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on manual process evidence
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APPENDIX D

PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX FOR IT AUDITORS

1
AutoEFF

2
ManEFF

3
AutoRMM

1

1.00000

0.33093
.0643

0.66139
<.0001

2

0.33093
.0643

1.00000

0.25741
.1549

3

0.66139
<.0001

0.25741
.1549

4

0.22651
.2125

5

6

4
ManRMM

5
AutoHours

6
ManHours

0.12602
.4919

-0.12804
.4850

0.55673
.0009

0.57378
.0006

0.39638
.0247

1.00000

0.35588
.0456

0.29708
.0987

-0.20465
.2612

0.55673
.0009

0.35588
.0456

1.00000

0.48889
.0045

-0.07301
.6913

0.12602
.4919

0.57378
.0006

0.29708
.0987

0.48889
.0045

1.00000

0.01956
.9154

-0.02921
.4850

0.39130
.0247

-0.18513
.2612

0.21459
.6913

0.23097
.9154

1.00000

0.22651
.2125

Notes
1 = AutoEff =

Effectiveness ratings based on automated control evidence

2 = ManEFF =

Effectiveness ratings based on manual process evidence

3 = AutoRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on automated control
evidence
4 = ManRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on manual process
evidence
5 = AutoHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on automated Control evidence
6 = ManHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on manual process evidence
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APPENDIX E

PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX FOR FINANCIAL AUDITORS

1
AutoEFF

2
ManEFF

3
AutoRMM

4
ManRMM

5
AutoHours

6
ManHours

1

1.00000

0.34539
.0217

0.32119
.0335

-0.04957
.7493

0.21167
.1678

-0.02566
.8687

2

0.34539
.0217

1.00000

-0.13882
.3688

0.16459
.2857

0.08367
.5892

0.33512
.0262

3

0.66139
.0335

0.25741
.3688

1.00000

0.35588
.0298

0.29708
.0182

-0.20465
.4520

4

-0.04957
.7493

0.16459
.2857

0.32794
.0298

1.00000

0.39480
.0080

0.34935
.0201

5

0.21167
.1678

0.08367
.5892

0.35445
.0182

0.39480
.0080

1.00000

0.38283
.0103

6

-0.02566
.8687

0.33512
.0262

-0.11636
.4520

0.34935
.4520

0.38283
.0103

1.00000

Notes
1 = AutoEff =

Effectiveness ratings based on automated control evidence

2 = ManEFF =

Effectiveness ratings based on manual process evidence

3 = AutoRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on automated control
evidence
4 = ManRMM = Risk of material misstatement estimates based on manual process
evidence
5 = AutoHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on automated Control evidence
6 = ManHours = Ratings of the hours necessary to effectively audit internal controls
based on manual process evidence
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APPENDIX F

MULTIVARIATE TESTS

F

Effect
Intercept

Hypothesis df

Error df

sig.

Wilk’s Lambda

19.347

6

69

<.0001

Auditor Type Wilk’s Lambda

1.709

6

69

.132
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